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India’s sex worker rights movement has provoked heated debates about the 

possibilities of recognizing sex work as “work”. Sex worker collectives and ma-

terialist feminists argue that sex work should be considered work, meriting le-

gal protection and a recognition of economic agency. On the other hand, aboli-

tionist groups in India, joined by global anti-trafficking activists and governance 

feminists, conflate all sex work with “modern slavery”. Anti-caste activists and 

dalit feminists offer a third perspective, arguing that when sex work is per-

formed as a caste-based practice, legitimizing it as “work” actually endorses 

caste domination, given that women of subordinate castes are already routine-

ly exploited for their sexual and domestic labour.  

Join our presenters as they debate these crucial questions and more. How has 

the Indian sex workers movement developed over the past 25 years, from early 

HIV/AIDS related mobilization, to a greater embrace of labour rights, and the 

more recent intersections with queer and anti-caste movements? What combi-

nation of material resources and political opportunities have sustained it? 

Where has mobilization been most successful and why? What are the strategic 

priorities of the movement and how will its goals be achieved? How do chang-

ing trends in global public health funding impact sex workers? What can inter-

national sex worker collectives learn from the rich experience of the Indian sex 

workers’ movement?  

Follow us on social media! 
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India’s sex worker rights movement has provoked heated debates about the pos-

sibilities of recognizing sex work as “work”. Sex worker collectives and materialist 

feminists argue that sex work should be considered work, meriting legal protec-

tion and a recognition of economic agency. On the other hand, abolitionist 

groups in India, joined by global anti-trafficking activists and governance femi-

nists, conflate all sex work with “modern slavery”. Anti-caste activists and dalit 

feminists offer a third perspective, arguing that when sex work is performed as a 

caste-based practice, legitimizing it as “work” actually endorses caste domina-

tion, given that women of subordinate castes are already routinely exploited for 

their sexual and domestic labour.  

Join our presenters as they debate these crucial questions and more. How has 

the Indian sex workers movement developed over the past 25 years, from early 

HIV/AIDS related mobilization, to a greater embrace of labour rights, and the 

more recent intersections with queer and anti-caste movements? What combina-

tion of material resources and political opportunities have sustained it? Where 
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